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QPAT Preschool Discussion Group for K4 and K5 Teachers – March 11, 2022 

Local unions represented: CQTA, MTA, ATA, RTU, LTU, PTU, ESTA, CVTA, WQTA 

Topic Issue(s) **Actions to take 

Class Size (K4 & K5) -K5 groups tend be at max or
over maximum, more so than
K4
-Some K4/K5 groups are over 14
max., by as much as 5 students
over (e.g., EMSB: no space to
open a new group so creating
oversize groups, hiring another
teacher to co teach and CCW- 
Edward Murphy school)
-Some multi-age K4 have more
K5 students than K4 and
oversize (and more than 14 max
-NFSB)
-CQSB trying to keep groups
small
-Some SBs not respecting K4/K5
split classes, having more K5
students than K4 despite
Ministry directives for K4 multi-
age groupings
-K4 groups tend to max out at
RSB

*Case where K5 student with
high needs was kept in K5 until
Oct.1 then moved back down to
K4 (LBPSB): repeating K4 is not
permitted as per Ministry
directives

Local issues 
-Inform Ministry and
QPAT Exec of issues
-Teachers have been
encouraged to contact local
union

The rules for the formation of 
groups (maximum and average 
number of students per 
teacher) are, as for other 
levels, those set out in the 
teachers’ Collective 
Agreements concluded 
between the management 
negotiating committees for 
the French and English school 
boards and the provincial 
teachers’ unions concerned. 

K4: 

The maximum number of 
children per group is the one 
set out in the collective 
agreement, i.e., 17.  
The minimum number to open 
a class is six children of four 
years old. 

The maximum number of 
children in multi-age groups is 
14, considering that the lowest 
average becomes the 
maximum, as provided for in 
the collective agreement and 
supported by jurisprudence. 
*Between 3 and 5 four-year-
old students or more than 5
four-year-old students and
less than 6 students who have
attained five years of age.
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Physical/Outdoor 
Accommodations (K4) 

Widespread issues: 
-No sinks, sinks too high, 
students can’t reach soap 
dispensers, soap has to be kept 
on floor for children to reach 
-Storage issues: not enough, 
teachers paying for own 
storage, no place for children to 
hang belongings 
-Tiny classrooms, using daycare 
room as classrooms, not 
respecting Ministry directives 
for classroom size 
-K5 teachers being asked to give 
up their classrooms to move 
into smaller classrooms for K4 
groups (RSB) 
-K4 teachers feel preschool has 
been an afterthought, not well 
planned 
-Self-flushing toilettes, hand 
dryers scaring children, too 
loud, not kid friendly 
-New K4 groups have budget for 
furniture but nothing to 
replenish already established K4 
and K5 groups 
-Outdoor play structures more 
suitable for children over the 
age of 5 and not suitable for K4: 
too high, shared with older 
students during imposed recess  
-No designated areas for K4 to 
play outdoors 
-No budget to purchase outdoor 
equipment for K4 or K5. 
Teachers buying their own 
equipment 
 

Provincial/local issues 
-Inform Ministry and QPAT Exec 
of issues 
-Teachers have been 
encouraged to contact their 
local union 

 
*The room chosen to offer 
full-time 4-year-old 
kindergarten should comply 
with the guidelines 
recommended by the Ministry 
having an area of 60 m2 to 70 
m2 and have services 
(changing rooms and toilets) 
nearby. 
** The room guidelines are 
applicable to K5 as well. 

Educational Materials (K4 & K5) 
include mesure number 

-There is funding for start up 
(new) K4 classes but no funding 
for replacement/replenishing 
material when material is lost, 
broken, outdated (technology) 

Provincial/local issues 
-Inform Ministry and QPAT Exec 
of issues 
 
K4 and K5 Teachers would like 
to know there is a budgeted 
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-Teachers buying material out 
of pocket, some have $150 
dollar budget for the entire year 
-Many have no budget for 
classroom books, have to use 
books from library 
-Told to go to garage sales but 
no receipt for this, can’t submit 
an invoice to school 
-New K5 teachers often start in 
a bare classroom as previous 
teacher brings material home 
with them since they paid for it. 
-Not allowed to buy material for 
school/class at Michael’s/Dollar 
store have to order through 
school board – too much red 
tape/delays to receive material 
on time (SWLSB).   
-Equipment is not kid friendly, 
too high (smart tv, Smartboard) 
-Time consuming chasing 
admin, ordering, hoping for 
material 
-Would be helpful if consultants 
came into the classroom to 
guide teachers on how to set up 
classroom, suggest what 
material to buy 

amount to replace material that 
is lost or damaged. Currently, 
large budget for start up K4 
classes only. 
 
-ECERS-3 (Early Childhood 
Rating Scale) resource shared 
with preschool teachers 

Additional Resource Person 
(K4) 

-Much instability, some due to 
COVID/absences and no 
replacements for support 
person, difficult to establish a 
connection with children due to 
inconsistency 
-Being used to replace others, 
do recess duty, work on-on one 
with students (NFSB) 
-Varies from 1-5 hours of 
support per day 
-Teacher/students having 
several different support 
persons throughout the day -
disruptive, as year progresses 
help/support is removed 
-Role not always clear, some 
need training which shouldn’t 

Provincial/local issues 
-Inform Ministry of issues 
-Inform QPAT Exec of issues 
-Teachers have been 
encouraged to contact their 
local union 
 
*Ministry directives regarding 
this support person: 

An additional resource person 
specializing in the 
development of preschool 
children must be present in 
the classroom on a part-time 
basis to support the teacher.  
This person should not be 
used to accompany a student 
with a disability, to support 
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be placed on teachers’ 
shoulders 

another group of students or a 
school activity, or to replace a 
complementary service. The 
mandate to support the 
teacher must be respected. 

Progressive Entry (K4 &K5) -Some schools are only 
permitting two ½ days (EMSB) 
-Teachers being told progressive 
entry can not be more than x 
number of days because it 
effects required number of 
school days for students 

Local issues 
-Inform Ministry and QPAT Exec 
of issues 
-Teachers have been 
encouraged to contact their 
local union 
 
*Appendix XXXIII of CA: 3 days 
or more unless group is smaller 
than average as per 8-4.02  
*BSR s. 18.1: each day used as 
gradual entry counts as a day of 
school 

Parent Component: Parent 
liaison -10 meetings (K4) 

-Most school boards not 
providing liaison for parent 
component (with the exception 
of SWLSB, ESSB) 
-Organizing and executing 10 
meetings is still being expected 
of most preschool teachers  
-Mesure 11022 not being used 
despite a budget of $166.00 per 
student per class to pay a liaison 
person for this task 
-Very time consuming 
component to be offloaded on 
to teachers; the negotiated 30 
minutes reduced teaching time 
isn’t making a difference since 
most K4 teachers are carrying 
out this task on their own 

Local issue 
-Inform Ministry and QPAT Exec 
of issue 
-Teachers have been 
encouraged to contact their 
local union  
 
Ministry document Guide to 
Support the Parent Component 
states who should be carrying 
out this role/task– Parent 
liaison.   

Services/Support for Preschool 
(K4 & K5) 

-On average 3 to 5 students per 
group presenting with 
significant difficulties in their 
overall development: most 
common developmental issues 
are speech language delays and 
behaviour (ASD profile) 
-Preschool teachers still having 
difficulty receiving 
support/services for their 
students or themselves: process 

Provincial/local issues 
-Inform Ministry and QPAT Exec 
of issues 
-Teachers have been 
encouraged to contact their 
local union 
 
The new Preschool Cycle 
Program stresses the 
importance of accessing 
services and support for the 
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very slow – long wait times and 
many children not receiving 
support/services because of 
this, difficulty having 
professionals work with 
students at school, having to 
chase principal for support, 
judgement not respected, takes 
repeated requests or incidents 
for principal to act.  
-Many incidents written off 
because of child’s age, 
behaviour (hitting/kicking) not 
taken seriously because child is 
4, teachers told to wait it out 
(NFSB). 
-Only K5 receiving support, 
no/little support for K4 groups 
(RSB) 
-No remedial resource support 
in K4 or K5 (EMSB) 
-Remedial/resource support for 
K5 only (RSB) 
-If teachers/students have 
access to support it tends to be 
from special education 
technician, psychologist, SLP 
-Most needed/lacking support: 
Speech therapy, occupational 
therapy, special education, 
psychology 
-Access to support for K4 and K5 
should be equitable 
 

purpose of early 
intervention/prevention in 
meeting the overall 
developmental needs of this 
age group. 

Establishment of IEPs by School 
Principal 

-Most preschool teachers are 
establishing IEPs with the help 
of Remedial/resource teachers. 
-Many school principals are not 
involved in the IEP process for 
K4 and K5 children 
-Actions Plans being established 
before IEPs (CQSB, ETSB?) 
-Teacher can request ad hoc but 
teacher responsible for creating 
IEP (NFSB) 

Provincial/local issue 
-Inform Ministry and QPAT Exec 
of issues 
-Use info in meetings with 
Martin and Francois re: 8-9.00 

+30 minutes from Teaching 
Specialist (K4 & K5) 

-No issues here: all groups are 
receiving 30 minutes of 
teaching time from a specialist – 
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mostly from phys.ed. teacher, 
some art, music, 
dance/movement 

Recess (K4 & K5) -Most groups are following the 
elementary schedule   
-To manage the 23.5 of 
educational services in 
preschool and 25 hours in 
elementary: earlier start 
to/longer lunch, addition of 
specialty time (time from a 
specialist), end class earlier 
-Many have imposed/mandated 
recesses in the 
morning/afternoon 
 
 

Provincial/local issue 
-Inform Ministry and QPAT Exec 
of issue 
 
Outdoor play and student 
observation are an important 
part of the preschool program. 
Teachers should have the 
flexibility to chose when 
outdoor learning/play should 
happen. When recesses are 
imposed/mandated and the 
supervision is carried out by 
someone other than the 
teacher, this takes observation 
time away from the preschool 
teacher. 

New Preschool 
Curriculum/Training for 
Teachers (K4 &K5) 

-Many received training by 
school board consultants and 
from the Ministry (online) 
-Training by school board 
consultants tended to be more 
interesting 
-Training by the Ministry was 
dry, boring, and was mostly a 
reading of the program 
-Most feel equipped to 
implement the program with 
regards to curriculum but do 
not feel well equipped with 
space, educational material, or 
to handle the high needs of 
some children  
 

Inform Ministry 

Preschool Report Card (K4) -Most in favor of a mandatory 
report card that is clear, precise, 
respects the specificity of 
preschool education 
-A single report card would 
remove the onus of K4 teachers 
creating their own, more 
uniformity between school 
boards 

Inform Ministry 
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**An update on the feedback from the preschool discussion group will be forwarded to the Ministry to 

support the following requests: 

- To invest in and ensure quality factors essential to the preschool education program, such as smaller 

group sizes, appropriate physical and outdoor accommodations, educational materials, equitable 

funding/budget between K4 and K5 groups to replace or replenish material when there is a need; 

- To hold school boards/schools accountable for the parental component of the K4 program and its 

assumption of responsibility by a person other than the teacher; 

- To remind school boards of the exceptional nature of grouping 4-year-olds with 5-year-olds and to add 

accountability regarding the number and composition of multi-age groups to avoid oversized groups; 

- To protect all the measures in the budgetary rules relating to full-day kindergarten to limit the 

possibility of money being spent on measures other than full-day kindergarten; specifically, the measure 

11022 since most preschool teachers are assuming the responsibility of parent liaison tasks in addition 

to their teaching responsibilities; 

- To inform school boards that a specific schedule for preschool education, without imposed recess is 

not only a necessary condition for the quality of this educational service, but also for the 

implementation of the program; 

- To remind school boards that students in kindergarten classes aged 4 and 5 years are also entitled, 

under the Education Act, to the establishment of an IEP as well as professional/support services.  

 

 

 

 


